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INT.DAY HOUSE(SOMALIA) DAY

1

Hakeen, (dressed in Islamic clothing), is sitting in dark room in
Addis Ababa watching Somalia news coverage of the 2015
presidential elections. Hakeen's phone rings.
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INT.DAY HOUSE(AUSTRALIA)DAY

2

Hakeen is sitting in the lounge room with his brother watching
news coverage of an alleged terrorist attack unfolding in Sydney.
BROTHER:
This is just too much
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INT.DAY HOUSE(SOMALIA)

3

Hakeen gets up to pick up the phone.
He hears a voice speaking in Somali
VOICE:
Is this Hakeen
Yes

HAKEEN:
VOICE:
It's about your visa
What?!

HAKEEN:
VOICE:
You have been given a visa to go to
Australia... VOICE FADES
Hakeen drops phone and dances around the room in celebration..
VOICE:
Hello hello, Hakeen are you still there..
fade away scene
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INT.DAY HOUSE(AUSTRALIA)DAY
HAKEEN:
Yeah bro, lets change the channel
Hakeen changes the channel. Another news story is showing footage
of gang related violence in the city (Apex gang).
Seriously

HAKEEN:
BROTHER:
Time to pray Hakeen
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HAKEEN:
turns T.V off
Starts preparing for ASAR (4pm Prayer).
(VO)
While praying - I feel sad when I see
only negative news about black people and
when i see the actions of a few muslims
being put on all muslims. When i was
coming to Australia I never imagined I
would have to prove that i am not those
people you see on the t.v.
We see Hakeen going through the preparations for prayer;
Turn tap on, water rushing out
he washes his hands,lays down his prayer matt and starts to pray.
We cut to Hakeen packing his soccer boots and clothes for
training. Hakeen leaves the house.
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EXT. STREET, BUS STOP DAY

5

Hakeen is waiting for a bus. A man walks past and (agressivly)
bumps into Hakeen and makes a racist comment.
MAN:
(mumbling)
Nigger
We see Hakeens face, containing his anger he ignores the comment,
puts his earphones on and starts listening to music. We hear the
music palying as Hakeen gets on the bus.
V.O I play soccer because i want to be part
of my local community. when people see
me, all they see is a black youth but i
came to australia with the dream of one
day becoming a police officer. To protect
others from fear and persecution
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EXT. FOOTBAL OVAL DAY
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Hakeen gets ready for training, we see him tieing his boots,
putting on his shirt. People have gathered to watch the game, they
are chatting, laughing and socilaising. THE soccer game begins.
We see black and white people playing People are watching the game - the game ends
The AND HAKKEN GOES INTO BUS STOP
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EXT. BUS STOP DAY
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Hakeen is waiting at the bus stop, a stranger arrives at the bus
stop and they beggin laughing and chatting with each other. The
bus arrives and they get on the bus together
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EXT. BUS STOP DAY
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the bus stops at the bus stop hakeen gets off the bus and walks
home.
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INT.DAY HOUSE(AUSTRALIA)DAY
hakeen turns the TV on and there is some positive news on the TV
and smiles.
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